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The Paley-Wiener and Krein-Milman-Rutman theorems state

that a sequence (yi) in a P-space X which is sufficiently near a basic

sequence (xi) is itself a basic sequence, and that the linear extension

of the map T defined by Txi = y( is an isomorphism of [xí] onto [y¡]

(see, e.g. [l], [ó]). Here we examine some criteria for linear and

nonlinear maps to preserve bases.

A sequence (xi) CA is equivalent to a sequence (yi) C Y if, for

any sequence of scalars (ai), E*1»^ converges if and only if 23a<3'>

converges [2]. A sequence (yi) is equivalent to a basic sequence (xi)

if and only if there is an isomorphism P:[*¿]—>[yi] ([*<]= closed

span (xi), isomorphism = linear homeomorphism) such that 7x¿ = y,-.

As a result, (yi) is also basic.

The Paley-Wiener theorem has an immediate corollary which we

state here. In this paper, X and Y always denote 5-spaces.

Corollary 1. Let (xi)EX be basic and let (yi)EY. Then (yi) is

equivalent to (xi) if and only if there is an isomorphism T:sp(yi)—>X

and XE(0, 1) such that for all finite sequences (ai) of scalars,

|| 23 ai(xi — Tyi)\\ = *|| E &iXi\\.

First, we remove the restrictions that T be a linear map and a

homeomorphism, but retain equivalence. The results resemble some-

what the approximate solvability theorems of Kantorovich [4, p.

543]. The following lemmas are very simple, so the proofs will be

omitted.

Lemma 1. Let A be a linear subspace of X, T:A-+Y be linear and

<b:T(A)^>X. Then T is one-to-one if ||7—<p o P|| <1, where 1 = 1 a-

Lemma 2. If T:A-+Y (with A as above) is a bounded linear map,

then T is an isomorphism of A into Y if and only if there exists f:T(A)

—>X, either bounded or continuous, such that \\I—f o T\\ <1. If there

exists m>0 such that \\f(y)\\ ^m\\y\\ for all y ET (A), boundedness of T

is an unnecessary hypothesis.

This theorem is one generalization of the Paley-Wiener theorem

which follows from the lemmas.
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Theorem 1. Let (x,) be basic in X and (y.) a sequence in Y. Then

(yi) is equivalent to (x<) if there exist positive constants m, M and X with

AG(0, 1) a«á (zi)QX such that, for each finite sequence of scalars (ai),

there exists a finite sequence of scalars (bt) such that ||£(a¿x,- — ö,3,)||

gX|| £a¿x¡|| and m\\ £ziy<|| ú\\ £&iZ¿|| ÚM\\ £a¡y¿||.

Proof. Define /:sp(y.) —>sp(zt) by/( £aiy,) = £ô,z,- and apply

Lemma 2.

In [ó], Retherford proves a Paley-Wiener type theorem which

does not yield equivalent sequences. It follows as a corollary to the

next result.

Theorem 2. Let (x¿) be basic in X and (y¿) a sequence in Y. Then

(yi) is basic if there is a map P:sp(y¿)—>sp(x¿) and positive constants m

and M such that either (a) and (b) or (a') hold.

(a) m\\u\\ ^ILf(m)|| =.M||z<|| for every «Gsp(y¿).

(b) If «= £f_i aiyu there exists (&,-) such that for every q^p,

P(£î-ia.y.) =£?_!&.*,.
(a') If Sn:[xi]—>[xi\i^n] is the natural projection, for every finite

sequence (a,)?-i o,ni every qèp,

£a<y» £\\S, dir)) = M £ a{yi

Proof. In either case, the result follows from the inequalities

1

( s *•■*)m I

PI

m
f £ «.-y. j £ a,-y<

where ||5„|| =P, since (yt) is basic if and only if there exists C such

that || £?,i a,y,-|| = C|| £f_i a<y,-|| holds for all qûp and all (a<).
Retherford's theorem follows from (a')-

The interesting point here is that for any pair of basic sequences,

(x¿) and (yi), there is a map P satisfying (a) and (b).

Proposition. Let (x,) be basic in X and let (e¿) denote the natural

basis of (li). There is a map F: [x,]—»(L) satisfying (a) and (b) of

Theorem 2.

Proof. If (fk)QX* is the sequence biorthogonal to (xk), let

•S„:[xfc]—>[x;t| k^n] be the natural projection, i.e.
n

Sn(u)   =   £/*(«)»*.
¡fc-1
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Define a new norm on [x,] by

\x\   = (supn||^(x)||) + 232-i|/*Wllhll-

Sn(x)\ -\Sn-i(x)\),   and   F(x)

, as well as (b).

If   we   set   ^4„(x) = (sgn  fn(x))(

= ^An(x)en, we have ||P(x)|| = \x

Corollary. If (xi) EX and (yi) C Y are basic sequences, there is a

map F:sp(xi)—>sp(y,-) satisfying (a) and (b) of Theorem 2.

Remark 1. In [3], Kadec constructs a homeomorphism between

[xi] and [y,-] with a very delicate refinement of maps similar to F

of Theorem 2.

Remark 2. Pelczynski has recently shown that there is always an

isomorphism of [#,■] into a universal space with basis (e.) such that

(xi) is equivalent to (eki) (if 0<inf||xi|| gsup||x¿|| < »), and [eki] is

complemented in [ei\, [5].

Remark 3. If (Mi) is a sequence of closed subspaces of A such

that each xEX can be expressed uniquely as x — EM¿> converging

strongly and having UíEMí for each i, then (Mi) is called a Schauder

basis of subspaces (SBOS) for X. In this paper, most of the results

remain valid if the basic sequence (xi) is replaced by sequences («,■)

with UiEMi for each i and (Mi) a SBOS of X. For example,

Proposition. Let (Mi) be a SBOS of X and (yi) a sequence in Y.

Then (yi) is basic if there exists a map F:sp(yi)—>X and positive con-

stants m and M such that wz||w|| á|[P(»)|| áAf||w||/or all uEsp(yi), and

if for each u= E?-i a«3,»> there exists (z,-) in X with ZiEMifor each i

such that qikp implies F( E?-i aiji) — E<-i z¡-

The proof is the same as that of Theorem 2 since (Mi) is a SBOS

of [Mi] if and only if there exists a constant C with C^l such that

|| Ei-i 2i|| = C\\ Ef-i 2<|| holds if q^p and ZíEMí for each i (see, e.g.

[6]).
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